14         PUB-ARYAN AND PBE-DRAVfDIAN
It may seem strange that the Indo-Aryans have
borrowed so many words from .the Austro-Asiatic
languages. Various circumstances have contributed io
this result. Some Austro-Asiatic peoples use even to-day,
not a plough to furrow but a simple pointed stick
for digging holes in which they place the seeds (Skeat
and Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula, I, p.
34$). There the analogy between the penis and the
farming instrument is as clear as possible. Profs. Hubert
and Mauss point out to me that in Melanesia and
Polynesia the farming stick has often the form of a penis.
In some Polynesian languages the same word designates
the penis and the " digging stick " (<?/. Tregeir, Maori
Comparative Dictionary, under ko and Violette, Dictionnaire
Samonn-fmngais, under ooa). It is possible that the
aborigines of India,, at first, knew the use of this stick and
that the name of the instrument for digging the soil
has not changed after the introduction of plough.
The persistence of old notions helps us in explain-
ing the legend of the birth of Slta. In the Ramayana I,
66, it is by furrowing the earth with a plough that Janaka
gave birth to Slta. The names are transparent here :
Janaka signifies " procreator" and Slta means a
"furrow." The furrow has been personified since the
Vedic times. In the MahfibhSrata, VU^ 105^ 3,945,
Sfta is a goddess Of the harvest. The legend of the
birth of Slta conceals the ancient myth about the produc-
tion of grain. The same forces are manifested there and
the sole action which gives play to thetn is the penetration
of the plough-penis in the female earth.
On the other hand the plr11^ cults, of which we know
the importance in the ancient religions of. Indo-Chioa,
are generally considered to have been derived from Indian.

